ConferenceONE
DISCUSSION SYSTEMS

Simply Connected.
There are endless possibilities when it comes
to designing a PA for a fixed space. However,
sometimes a room must be a meeting space one day,
a conference room the next, and simply be available
for any function the next. That’s when it can be a real
challenge to create a system that is as flexible as the
space is without compromising on sound quality.

ConferenceONE is a complete PA system
with hassle-free setup, absolutely consistent
intelligibility, and total freedom from feedback in
any configuration. It conveniently combines in
each console Shure’s patented IntelliMix®
automatic mixing technology with everything you
need in a system– Microflex® gooseneck mics,
mixer, amp, high-quality loudspeakers.
All you have to do is plug it in.
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C1-Ci Chairman Unit

Easy, fast, flexible setup
Complete system integration
Automatic and push-to-talk modes
Shure audio quality and reliability
Two systems:
ConferenceONE Standard
ConferenceONE with IntelliMix™
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One of many possible setup diagrams: Panel with audience interaction and phone-in

Other Features
• Chairman unit controls system volume, priority
and cancel functions
• Telescoping fold-out Microflex® microphone in
each unit
• Red LED light ring indicates activated microphones
• Quick daisy-chain connection via Neutrik® connectors
• Headphone jack with volume control on each unit
• Input and output volume and mute controls
• AEC/Telco interface connection
• SCM mixer link input to connect and control
additional automixed microphones
(via SCM810 or SCM410)
• Optional Rental Case for storing and transporting
a complete 20-channel system

Shure’s IntelliMix®

Featured in ConferenceONEi systems
Prevents False Triggers by quickly
distinguishing between background
noise and speech for each input.
Delivers Clear, Natural Audio by turning
on only the best microphone for
each speaker.
Eliminates Ambience Dropouts, ensuring
that there is always some ambience
present even when no one is speaking.
Ensures System Stability with No
Feedback by automatically maintaining
a consistent output level even as more
mics are opened.
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